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INTRODUCTION

Stopgap Dance Company seamlessly integrates dancers with and without disabilities. Our work is
fuelled by the new and exciting possibilities that arise from the dialogue between distinctive
dancers. We believe that integrated dance offers exceptional creative opportunities and we are
committed to sharing these via creative learning projects, publications and by touring our original
productions nationally and internationally.

Artificial Things is the debut stage production of new Artistic Director, Lucy Bennett, who has been
consolidating the company’s artistic vision since her appointment in 2012. Artificial Things sets a
significant milestone in the company’s history that will reach twenty years in 2017. Under Lucy’s
direction Stopgap Dance Company has further sharpened our artistic focus to deliver evocative and
stunning performances.
This background pack aims to provide you with information on how a dance work, such as Artificial
Things, is created. It will take you through all the stages, starting with where the idea of Artificial
Things originated and how it progressed and became a reality. Thoughts from our three
composers, theatre and costume designer are included, as they explain their experience working
with Stopgap and the inspiration behind the process. Lucy Bennett describes the research and
thought process behind each section, pin-pointing where the movement originated.
This pack also includes tasks that were used by the dancers themselves to investigate and create
movement. The dancers and Lucy have put these tasks together, providing different levels for each
task for different capabilities, so all can explore and investigate. They have been included to allow
you to join in and try the tasks yourselves or with your students. Or you can simply read about how
the movement ideas originated.
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WELCOME TO STOPGAP DANCE COMPANY’S
BACKGROUND PACK FOR ARTIFICIAL THINGS

For me the creative process is always initiated by one striking image. The embryonic image for
Artificial Things was a snow covered urban landscape with an isolated figure perched on a
collapsed wheelchair being observed from afar, as if through a snow globe. Needless to say, what
followed was the overwhelming desire to shake up the globe and once animated the piece took on
a life of its own, involving many different feelings and concerns for the figure and the creation of a
possible preceding narrative to such a stark image. A snow globe, a theatre set and a fictional
narrative are all artificial things, but the emotion, empathy and integrity these performers collectively
bring to the piece is raw and real.
This background pack was created to give you a deeper insight into the creative practice of Stopgap
Dance Company and the stage production, Artificial Things. Our pack reveals the design choices,
the inclusive processes and the collaboration that led to Artificial Things and shares the inventive
attitude Stopgap demonstrates when creating a new dance work.
If you enjoyed this pack and would like to talk to us about Stopgap’s Creative Learning opportunities
please contact us on: +44 (0) 1252 745443 | admin@stopgapdance.com

Lucy Bennett
Artistic Director
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PRODUCTION CREDITS

Artistic Direction & Choreographer:

Lucy Bennett

Guest Choreographer for opening scene:

Yoshifumi Inao (former Artistic Director for
Batsheva Dance Company)

Danced and devised by:

Amy Butler, Laura Jones, Chris Pavia, David
Willdridge and Dave Toole

Theatre and Costume Design:

Anna Jones (Curious Space)

Lighting Design:

Chahine Yavrovan

Composers:

Christopher Benstead (scene one)
Jim Pinchen (scene two)
Andy Higgs (scene three)

Musical Scores: Old Songs New Songs written by John Whitney and Roger Chapman, used by kind
permission of Carlin Music Corp and You’d Be So Nice To Come Home To written by Cole Porter,
used by kind permission of Warner/Chappell Music.
Costume Supervisor:

Rosey Morling

Production Manager/Company Stage Manager:

Richard Walker

Technical Manager:

Francois Langton

Producer:

Sho Shibata

UK Premiere:

Artificial Things was first performed on 5
February 2014 at The Point, Eastleigh.

Stopgap would also like to thank the following artists for their input and support in developing ideas:
Company Chameleon, Charlie Morrissey, Thomas Noone and RootlessRoot. Thank you also to
Chisato Shemesh for support in rehearsal direction for scene one, David Coll Povedano and
Gwendal Beylier of C’ie XY/Les Magnificos for the acrobatic training in scene two and Joop Oonk for
assisting Chris Pavia during the devising process.

Supporters
Arts Council England, Farnham Maltings, Pavilion Dance, PASS Circus Channel (Interreg), The Point –
Eastleigh, University of Surrey and Zinc Arts.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE DANCERS

What was it like to work with
Yoshfumi Inao for the opening scene?
“Prior to his coming it was really intimidating
simply because of who he was. Lucy preempted us getting worried and nervous
about working with Yoshi, so had us take
some Gaga technique classes, as this is
Yoshi’s style of movement.
After the worry of the first few days it was
clear that Yoshi had a clear vision of what he
wanted for the first scene. He watched us
improvise and in effect that is where the
choreography came from. He managed to
grasp how each of us moved, taking on
everyone’s persona to show what he wanted
from that individual. It was as if he became a
chameleon, taking on each of the dancer’s movement style. Yoshi left a good platform for Lucy,
knowing that if needed, some movement could later be tailored.” David Willdridge, Dance
Artist

During your solo at the end of scene
two what are you thinking about?
Are there any characters in mind
from a film?
“There is one part in my solo which reminds
me of a cuckoo-clock. It is when I do a lot of
quick arm gestures which are repeated
from Yoshi’s section, this reminds me of a
robotic cuckoo-clock. Throughout the
second scene everyone else is dancing
past me, winding me up, and then in my
solo I just let go. There is a film called Dark
Skies where a boy is scared of the flying
birds above him, this reminds me of my
solo because I am trapped in the vitrine
and I want to see the outside world. But
when I am out, I am scared of the flying
objects around me. That’s why my movement is big and sometimes makes me look a bit mad.”
Chris Pavia, Dance Artist
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What was most challenging for you?
“Although Lucy created an atmosphere
where we all felt we could suggest ideas, I
always struggled in the moments where we
had to learn phrases. This has always been
my weakness as keeping to a count has
always proved a nightmare… It takes a while
for things like that to settle, but once I get it
into my body I tend to go with the feeling
rather than counting…” Dave Toole,
Dance Artist

Do you have a favourite
part/section in Artificial Things ?
“My favourite section (unsurprisingly) is the
‘Chicken Phrase’ (pg16/25). I really enjoy
the high energy, sharp dynamics and
shifting through the space. It’s good to do
something that gets me out of breath!”
Laura Jones, Dance Artist
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How was the creation process for
you?
“Generally the creative process for Artificial
Things was very enjoyable. Collaboratively
there was an agreeable balance, it felt like
Lucy always had the final say but within that
the dancers were listened to and contributed
heavily. It was obvious that all of us had trust
in the artistic vision and the way we were
being guided which made for a smooth
journey.
I thoroughly enjoyed our residency at the
University of Surrey; it felt like there was space
in the process as we had the same studio to
work in everyday and could immerse
ourselves in the creation. Sunny days and
alfresco eating also helped!
We performed a lot throughout the creative period due to residential sharings and important
visitors. Although it sometimes felt a little premature and time consuming, in the long run I think it
was really useful. It meant that we were used to showing the work and dancing together in front of
an audience. It was also an opportunity to gauge reactions and receive feedback on the
interpretation of the choreography.” Amy Butler, Dance Artist
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STOPGAP COLLABORATORS
GUEST CHOREOGRAPHER
	
  

YOSHIFUMI INAO
Yoshifumi started his dance training a
Mitsuko Inao Ballet School in Kyoto and then
moved to The Rudra Bejart School in
Lausanne, Switzerland. Yoshifumi began his
dancing career at Nye Carte Blanche in
Norway where he performed works of Jo
Strømgren, Ina Christel Johannessen and
Jorma Uotinen for two years. In 1997 he
joined the acclaimed Batsheva Dance
Company and after dancing for three years
became its rehearsal director whilst
continuing to perform. He was also
appointed as The Artistic Director of
Batsheva in its 2003/04 season. While
performing with Batsheva Yoshifumi began choreographing and has created works for Carte
Blanche, The Norwegian National Ballet, Noism in Japan and Operaestate Festival Veneto. He has
also created many works with Kristin Hjort Inao. Based in Oslo since 2007, Yoshifumi continues to
create and perform in his own work.
	
  

Why Artistic Director, Lucy Bennett, wanted to get Yoshifumi in:
I first heard the name Yoshifum Inao when we were sharing a dressing room with dancers from
Norway’s national company for contemporary dance, Carte Blanche, during our final performance
of Portfolio Collection (2006 – 08 repertoire). We were talking about the future and I asked which
choreographers they would recommend. Immediately, and almost in unison, they said Yoshifumi
Inao. It is always a good sign when dancers heartedly recommend a choreographer and I stored
his name in my notebook for three years. During those three years, my interest turned to Ohad
Naharin’s Gaga technique and I began to take regular classes and encourage other dancers within
the company to do so too. Yoshifumi not only danced with Batsheva for many years, but he is the
artist Ohad Naharin chooses to re-mount his work on for other companies across the world. As an
artist nurtured by Ohad Naharin, I was sure his movement ideas would be drawn from the dancers,
as Ohad does with his dancers.
We initially invited Yoshifumi in for a springboard workshop in early 2012. He created a calm
working environment and he was respectful of our company’s practice.
During the creative process in 2013 Yoshifumi worked particularly well with Chris Pavia. He chose to
work quietly one to one with Chris and always demonstrated clearly. His reserved, gentle nature
enabled Chris to remain focussed and not get overwhelmed with too much information.
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COMPOSERS

CHRISTOPHER BENSTEAD: SCENE
ONE
Christopher has worked intensively in the
world of dance and theatre for over thirty
years. He works internationally, creating a
huge number of musical scores for large
and small companies, youth and community
groups, radio and television. Christopher
periodically teaches courses for dancers and
musicians looking to collaborate with
dancers. Christopher is one of the most
experienced and distinguished dance class
accompanists.
(http://www.musicfordance.net/)
Image by Chris Parkes
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
The collaboration process:
“The process of collaborating with a new choreographer is always a challenging and interesting
one. From the outset, working with Yoshi was a calm, creative journey, full of exploration and
discovery.
As a composer working for many years with dance, I have always found that the most rewarding
way of working with dancers and choreographer is to be present in the dance studio as much as
possible. To watch, listen and absorb the working process and to talk often and openly with the
choreographer about ideas and possibilities, as well as enjoying the freedom to experiment and try
out any ideas that might appear.
With Artificial Things (Scene 1), the sound palette of piano, mixed with sounds generated within the
computer, soon revealed itself to be the way forward, matching and reflecting the energy and
dynamics of the episodes of the piece. Adjustments had to be continually made, of course, mostly in
the form of simplification and thinning out of the musical material so that it didn’t swamp the
movement.
I like to think that the collaboration with Yoshi has produced a truly symbiotic experience and one
that will resonate with audiences everywhere.” Christopher Benstead, Composer
Why Artistic Director, Lucy Bennett, wanted to work with Christopher Benstead:
Chris and I worked together in Cambodia for Epic Arts. We collaborated on an integrated dance
work entitled Sharra–bang. He was incredibly sensitive to the process – he found ways for his music
to support the physical pictures we created and thus enabled the work to flow organically.
I felt his immense experience and calm nature was exactly what I needed in the studio for our first
full-length work. Chris immediately connected and understood what the choreographer, Yoshifumi
Inao, needed and together they worked with a quiet synergy that suited the opening scene.
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JIM PINCHEN: SCENE TWO
Jim Pinchen is a self taught multiinstrumentalist, composer and vocalist.
Since starting his first band at the age of
14 he has gone on to collaborate with
scores of other musicians,
choreographers, films makers and
theatre directors in the UK and across
Europe. Jim also has a special interest in
music technology and advocating music
and dance to support disadvantaged
young people and those with
disabilities. He campaigns and delivers
training nationally as well as managing
music projects in the UK. Career
highlights include: Lugares
Extrañamente Desastrosos with Spanish
Dance company Thomas Noone
Dance at the Performing Arts Market in
Seoul, Korea (PAMS) (performance/
composition October 2013), Junction with
Olympic 2012 choreographer, Temujin Gill. (performance/composition/workshops July 2013) and
The Take Over at London’s Royal Albert Hall (composition/workshop delivery May 2012)
(http://www.jimpinchen.com/). Image by Chris Parkes
	
  
Notes from Jim:
“Having worked with many different choreographers I would say that some have mathematic or
scientific brains… Lucy is quite different. She is inspired by themes, styles and concepts but creates
her best work by allowing time for ideas to be explored, to fail, to succeed, to morph and to take
new directions. From the outset the brief for my section of Artificial Things lay somewhere between
sound design and composition, with roots in something retro, heavily subverted, slightly twisted,
melancholy and quirky. It was always going to be an interesting project.
One section we called ‘Slow mo bad behavior’ and was a little more challenging. The trick here was
to keep the retro and quirky feel but present the audience with a different feel, something more
modern, ambient and trippy. By the end I presented Lucy with over 15 different variations. The audio
clips perfectly summarise Stopgap’s character and love of retro media.
It’s been an experience and a pleasure to work on, what I believe is, Stopgap’s greatest work to
date.” Jim Pinchen, Composer
Why Artistic Director, Lucy Bennett, wanted to work with Jim Pinchen:
Jim and I have collaborated under Stopgap many times, he has a deep understanding of the
company and how we work. Jim has also been instrumental in bringing some of Stopgap’s
signature pieces to life with his soundtracks.
As I had worked closely with Jim before, I knew I would be able to ask him to bridge the gap
between the other two works by using small elements from both Chris’ and Andy’s tracks within the
beginning and end of his own soundtrack.
Jim can create a big sound, full of texture, sound-bites and unusual puzzles. I knew I wanted a
contrast to the opening and closing scenes and it was important to create a storm. I was interested
in the clash of old and new, alongside the feel of dark and light – I wanted a tragicomedy. Knowing
the company so well, he knew instinctively this was where we were heading.
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ANDY HIGGS: SCENE THREE
Andy Higgs studied composition at the
Royal Academy of Music. His teachers
included Dr Robert Saxton, Paul Patterson
and Thomas Adés. His works have been
performed by the BBC Philharmonic
Orchestra, Psappha, the BBC Singers and
the London Sinfonietta. A chamber work
Fork, was commissioned by the BBC
received several broadcasts on Radio 3.
Theatrical credits as composer include
Macbeth (Oxford University), Old Bags and
Magical Chairs (both for Lumenis), and For
How Much? and Under The Sky (both for
Mazzilli Dance Theatre). Andy has worked
extensively as a pianist for ballet and
contemporary dance and has played on a
regular basis for The London Contemporary Dance School, The Royal Academy of Dance, Ballet am
Rhein (in Germany) and English National Ballet.
Andy’s experience working with Stopgap:
“Over my time working with Stopgap I learnt a great deal as a composer and it dawned on me fairly
quickly that working within the field of contemporary dance is not at all like other collaborations a
composer might have. For a start, it is quite advisable to leave my ‘composer’s brain’ at home
before I go to work. Modern dance is often a world not of bars and counts, but of feeling,
atmosphere and gesture.
It is important to check ideas on a fairly decent sound system in a large space, as it will reveal
unpleasant or harsh sounds… This can be quite a nerve-wracking moment as it is also the first time
your music gets a public airing, but once it has been 'got out in the open’ everything does seem to
possess a new identity. The beauty of an original score is that, with any luck, you can offer a sense
of intimacy and connection with the choreographic work that a track on a CD cannot always bring.
This is a terrific experience for a composer at any stage in their career and I am very grateful for the
opportunity.” Andy Higgs, Composer

Why Artistic Director, Lucy Bennett, wanted to work with Andy Higgs:
I decided I wanted to get to know Andy’s music more after hearing his accompaniment to a dance
work performed at The Place as part of Resolution!
When first hearing his style I recognised something that I was searching for: everyday life sounds,
layered over a distant melody. For the final scene I needed a cold ambience with a disquieting
nostalgia and after meeting Andy I felt he would be able to find this.
Andy’s composition style reminded me of Chris’ music, as the piano is his central instrument. I was
keen for the final scene to be reminiscent of the opening scene and so Andy was the perfect choice.
At times Andy was able to get right inside my mind and reveal the music I couldn’t describe.
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PRODUCTION DESIGNERS
LIGHTING DESIGNER

CHAHINE YAVROVAN
As well as theatre, opera and dance,
Chahine has lit objects, clothes, casts of
one to 240, buildings, shows in back
rooms of pubs as well as on main stages,
site-specific, indoors and outdoors.
Previous work includes Justitia, Park,
Lullaby and Ticklish for Jasmin Vardimon
Company. Other dance work with Bock &
Vincenzi, Colin Poole, Candoco, Arthur Pita,
Henrietta Hale, Dog Kennel Hill Project,
Walkerdance, Rosemary Lee, Ricochet,
Hofesh Shechter, Lea Anderson, Kate
Brown and more.

Why Lucy only wanted to work with one lighting designer:
We have always admired Chahine’s design work and the deciding factor was when we went to
watch the choreographer Franker Requardt’s work entitled Episodes designed by Chahine. The
lighting design was incredibly bold and striking, yet wonderfully supportive of the work. The different
worlds created by Chahine’s sculptured and rhythmical lighting design were exactly what Artificial
Things needed.
We love the changes of tempo and movement in the lights that Chahine has composed with his
lighting design for Artificial Things. On a personal level it was important for me to surround myself
with very experienced artists, such as Chahine and the composer Christopher Benstead, alongside
emerging artists, such as Andy Higgs and Anna Jones, who had similar reference points to me.
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THEATRE AND COSTUME DESIGNER
ANNA JONES
Passionate about the performing arts,
Anna studied drama at the University of
Hull. During her time there she became
inspired by scenography and has never
looked back. Her design style is quirky.
Her hands on experience of scenic
painting have fed into her design
bringing a strong eye for detail and
exquisite finishes. She thrives on working
with people, inspiring and motivating her
colleagues.
(http://www.curiousspace.com)
Image by Chris Parkes.

Anna explains the process behind Stopgap’s design:

“The design process and working with Stopgap in general was a rewarding and collaborative
experience that I would love to repeat. It was such pleasure to work with Lucy and the hugely
talented dancers who kept on blowing my mind at every rehearsal.
Early on in the process Lucy discovered the work of Goran Djurovic and presented his work to me.
The atmosphere of his paintings reflected perfectly what we were looking to achieve for the first
scene: a mundane waiting room where the dancers interacted and met. As the piece evolved we
wanted the space to come to life and the final scene to be a bare, cold, snow engulfed world.
As the design developed we felt that the space should be a painting with the dancers as the
subject. I introduced an enormous painted canvas with strips that are removed during the piece to
completely change the atmosphere. We were inspired by a vitrine that was in one of the paintings
and decided that it would be an interesting interactive object for dance. In developing its uses I
thought it would be beautiful if the snow in the story could come from this image. The vitrine
became a snow globe and the snow of the final scene came from here. Taking this further we
framed the dance floor so that the whole stage became the painting.
The costumes are an eclectic mix between late 50’s and 80’s in cut to achieve a largely timeless
feel. All of the costumes are heavily painted into so that they really feel part of this large painted
canvas that we have created. Costume changes are also important to the evolution of the look of
the show, taking us from mundane to rock and roll through to snowscape!“
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RESEARCH, IDEAS AND NOTES ON THE PROCESS
In this section Artistic Director, Lucy Bennett, has written and explained her thoughts behind each
section of Artificial Things, including where the movement came from and who was the inspiration.

THE IDEA…
The creative process for me is always initiated by one striking image and, although it sounds
pretentious, these images often appear in dreams and in the moment before I am fully awake. The
first image for Artificial Things however did not appear in a dream, but I was only half awake.
I was walking to the Station early one Sunday to teach at Laban, snow had fallen in the night and I
was the first person to tread on the pathway. The sound of my footsteps crushing the snow, the
cleanliness of the urban landscape covered in white, conjured an image of Laura, perched on her
collapsed wheelchair adrift in the snow. This idea led me to think about Laura adrift in a snow
globe. I heard the sound of footsteps and played with the idea of someone observing Laura from
afar before making tentative contact. I felt this was a resolution of some kind and I knew this would
be the final chapter.
I began to explore the idea of a snow globe. I wanted to create the moment when you first peer in
and observe the scene, the moment when the snowstorm is at its fullest and the moment when the
snow settles and the scene reveals something deeper. A work of three movements.
This was our starting point.

THE NEXT STEP…
We decided to invite the choreographer Yoshifumi Inao to create a work on us for Scene 1 - This
opening scene wanted to create a first impression of the group.
Next we worked on Scene 3 - Led by myself, using the development of my snow image. This scene
needed to show an experienced impression of the group for our finale.
Finally we worked on Scene 2 - This was devised by the dancers and myself. This scene wanted to
create a storm of impressions by and for the group.
At the time of making it was hard to tell the difference between the process of Movement 2 and
Movement 3. For the majority of the time it felt as if I was laying down the concepts, tasks and ideas
and the dancers were dutifully devising movement to suit my requirements. In retrospect I can see
how we did have different approaches for each scene and this did contribute to the scenes having
distinctly different feels.
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MOVEMENT PROCESS…
Movement 3 – Mirror Process
This is the process most choreographers use when they work with us. Rarely do they enforce their
story on us, they observe us and then reflect what they see in us within their choreography. In the
past this has led to beautiful authentic observations and at other times has resulted in unused non–
disabled dancers and the icon of the wheelchair.
Previously when I have choreographed on the company I have been fearful of treading on familiar
ground. Prompted by the change that I was no longer in the work, I decided to look again at the
company, to witness their humility, difference and the wheelchair.
Tricking myself into seeing the company for the first time again, while carrying 10 years knowledge
of the company, gave the process and ultimately the scene a sense of rest.
Movement 2 – Treasure Box Process
This process is about finding the keys to unlock the treasure inside. Over the years I have danced,
socialised and watched the team together. I have listened to their stories, jokes and what they
thought of each other. My job, this time as director, was to find tasks or keys to unlock these
treasures or impressions.
Finding suitable tasks often took the pressure off personal story telling and the images or stories
would then find a way to jump out at us. When we found something that worked with our collective
story, and felt right for the dancers’ personal journey, the dancers themselves could have more
input, take the lead and find freedom to play.

INSPIRATION…
The Influence: Artist, Goran Djurovic
When you first play with ideas in your mind, subconsciously you simultaneously search for other
ideas already in existence that will aid you in communicating your ideas. Out of nowhere texts,
stories, images and conversations seem to float your way that help you to pin down what you want
to make.
One artist’s voice struck at the heart of what I was searching for: Goran Djurovic’s Unknown Secrets
was full of images that danced to life when I looked at them, I could see my cast of dancers within
his paintings and wanted to bring his world to life.
Goran Djurovic is 'fascinated by man and his relationships, the difficult attempt at living together,
subjugation and suffering caused by dominance. No one seizes a psychological situation in an
oppressing image like Djurovic. However, in their mesmerising strangeness, his paintings defy
interpretation.'
Djurovic’s paintings were a clear starting point for the collaboration between designer, Anna Jones
and myself.
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THE DRIVER: THE DANCERS…
Essentially my work is nearly always based on the people in the work, what they think of each other
and how they react to each other. Throughout the process it was the dancers that were my fuel to
drive the work forwards.
Below are moments in Artificial Things which were influenced or led by the dancers.
Elvis Impression: Both Dave Toole and I are big fans of Elvis Presley. The team are big fans of
Dave Toole. If anyone was going to represent a storm of change both Elvis and Dave Toole are
excellent candidates. See Cartoonish Characters Task pg23
Chicken Phrase and Wheels: Laura had always been in the minority when it came to unison
work. Not only does she crave more dancers on wheels, but ached for a unison phrase to originate
from her movement. See Adaptation Task pg25
We paid close attention to the momentum, rhythm and texture of Laura’s movement. This made an
awkward phrase for the standing dancers, but one where Laura feels incredibly liberated and
strong. Laura’s feeling is gradually being transposed to the standing dancers and the resulting
unison seems clearer.
Wrestle: David grew up watching wrestling and has often used it as a reference point for contact
dance. Faced with a feisty new team member in Amy, I offered David the opportunity to create a
wrestling sequence with as many interchangeable duets as possible.
David took the lead and provided plenty of footage to inspire the dancers. Some of the moves, such
as Amy slamming Laura to the floor, were shocking but brilliantly tongue in cheek.
Addicted to Music: Amy put forward that she hungered to dance fast and with the music. I
wanted to find a way to encapsulate this new energy, enthusiasm and tempo that Amy brought to
the group.
Tag Teams is a scene where the group pull at the display cabinet, seemingly punching in and out.
This created a loop that the dancers fell deeper into.
As we built the movement and loop it became as if the dancers were feeding an addiction (an
addiction to movement, music and enjoying expressive movement).
World Control: Chris loves to create scrapbooks and in the past when I have worked with him,
this can be a great way into how Chris sees the world and his place in it. They are also a great
source for movement material.
I asked Chris to prepare lists for his scrapbook on what he likes and dislikes about the world. Chris
wanted to focus on his dislikes. I next asked him to prepare rules for the world - if he was in charge.
During group improvisations Chris began to take on the persona of a dictator. Rarely did he dance
willingly with the others, he found ways of remaining on the outside and posturing around the
space. I vividly remember one improvisation where Chris casually suffocated Laura right at the front
of the stage. This was exciting stuff and Chris and the group were keen to develop this role. See
Cartoonish Characters Task pg23
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SPRINGBOARD WORKSHOPS
In preparation for the devising process of Artificial Things Stopgap decided to invite selected
choreographers and dance practitioners in to the studio to learn and develop new skills and
provide an opportunity for the dancers to experiment and reflect.
Stopgap chose to work with the following new and familiar partners:

CHARLIE MORRISSEY
Charlie Morrissey has an international
reputation as a director, teacher and
performer and has been working for
over 20 years in many different countries
across the globe. Teaching is an
essential part of his research and
practice in the field of movement and
performance. He has taught,
choreographed and led choreographic
projects in many major dance
conservatoires, universities and colleges
across the UK and abroad. He creates
performance in different site-specific,
theatre and gallery settings, on large
and small scales, and in diverse contexts
internationally.
(http://www.charliemorrissey.com/)
Working with Charlie
The dancers worked with Charlie Morrissey over three sessions so they had a real opportunity to get
to know Charlie’s style of movement and use each session to develop. The regular workshops
greatly impacted the dancers and when it came to devising Artificial Things a lot of the movement
that was improvised and developed came from Charlie’s movement style. For example: the two
duets from the third scene of Artificial Things.
“…In some places Charlie mentioned to me to find a lighter touch like a butterfly on the body and to
be as close to your partner. For me I felt that I was in a dream or something had landed on me. It’s
like feeling a soft snowflake has just touched me on my body. I also liked the lifting and weight
sharing because it’s the sense of pouring the weight and floating in the sky. For me I think of
breathing and finding the coordination within the body means I can feel that I can let my arms float
and be free…” Chris Pavia, Dance Artist
“Very enjoyable. It was really beneficial to have Charlie’s workshops spread out over a few weeks
because the skills and ideas that we were taught didn’t get stale, so we treated them like something
special. Everything was taught at a good speed, it was technically interesting and produced a lot of
movement for scene three of Artificial Things.” David Willdridge, Dance Artist
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THOMAS NOONE
Thomas Noone is a choreographer creating
contemporary dance pieces with a signature
physical and athletic style. He works with his
own Barcelona based company, founded in
2001, that are resident in the SAT! theatre.
He also works as a freelance Guest
Choreographer internationally. As Guest
Choreographer he has made works for
companies including Norrdans (Sweden),
the Ballet du Rhin (France), Company E
(Washington) and Stopgap.
(http://www.thomasnoonedance.com/)

Working with Thomas
The dancers already had a good relationship with Thomas Noone after working with him when he
choreographed Stopgap’s past work, Within. This meant the dancers knew how Thomas would
work with them, which made the atmosphere a relaxed one from the start.

“I really enjoy working with Thomas. Working with him for Within there were certain things I found
challenging. Now working with him I know he can push me to work to my highest potential. In his
springboard we did some work on partnering where he pushed me, so I knew I could take more
weight.” Chris Pavia, Dance Artist
“As a dancer I always think ‘have I improved?’ when going back to work with the same
choreographer, but we never think whether the choreographer has changed. Having now got a
wonderful relationship with Thomas I can see how different he is from our first meeting. His
knowledge has deepened and his avenues have changed and developed.” David Willdridge,
Dance Artist
“It was very enjoyable working with Thomas again, not only as a teacher/choreographer, but also
as a fellow dancer, as he attended Anthony’s springboard too. We had all developed since the last
time we worked together and he seemed to be inspired by seeing us move again, noticing the new
potential in us all. Having built up a good trust relationship before, this meant he was really able to
physically push us.” Laura Jones, Dance Artist
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ANTHONY MISSEN: COMPANY CHAMELEON
Having trained at Northern School of
Contemporary Dance, Anthony went on to
dance in several dance companies. He also
pursued an acting career, allowing him to
have lead roles and perform in places such
as National Theatre in 2007. As well as
performing, Anthony has also directed
movement and taught in most major British
Contemporary Dance institutions to
professional companies. In 2007 Anthony cofounded Company Chameleon, producing
and choreographing new performance
works and developing educational
programmes that have travelled the world.
(http://www.companychameleon.com/)

Working with Anthony
For this springboard experience Anthony came in and taught Stopgap class every morning for four
days. This allowed Anthony to develop ideas throughout the period so that the company would feel
more at ease as the week went on.

“Anthony came in with a really positive attitude for our springboard and worked well with
everybody, especially Chris, explaining what he wanted in a calm manner. Company Chameleon, I
believe, are one of the best out-door companies. I admire Anthony and the way that he works, so I
was bound to learn something from him that week. Since then I have got back in contact with
Anthony for my own professional development.” David Willdridge, Dance Artist
“I really enjoyed working on the four day intensive with Anthony and being pushed by him. He
made it physically challenging for everyone, not only by the completely different style of working, but
by pushing us further than we would usually. For instance, the six minute plank challenge,
introduced to us by Anthony, has now become an important part of our ‘body killer’ routine.” Laura
Jones, Dance Artist
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JOZEF FRUCEK: ROOTLESSROOT
Jozef is a founding member of RootlessRoot.
He graduated from the Academy of Music
and Theater of Bratislava, completing his PhD
Thesis in 2002. In 2006 he and Linda
Kapetanea formed RootlessRoot as a vehicle
for their own productions, research and
teaching.
Together with Linda Frucek, Jozef is
developing the research program of Fighting
Monkey - an applied methodology of martial
arts in the education of dancers, actors and
movement practitioners. They regularly give
workshops at international festivals and in
vocational schools.
(http://www.rootlessroot.com)

Working with Jozef
Working with Jozef was a new experience for the dancers. He had a very different approach to
moving than anyone else Stopgap had worked with before. Jozef’s style relies mostly on memory:
before you create you must first draw from your memory, re-living emotion so that the movement
has true meaning. Jozef’s style teaches that what matters most is what you go through as a dancer,
not what the audience might think.

“A very different experience: physical, thoughtful, bizarre and generally enjoyable. At no point did I
feel judged by Jozef during the workshop, which created a very open platform. It felt like I saw a little
more of everyone: the raw part, not the considered part. The wrestling was fun, physical and
everyone went for it, yet it felt like there was no animosity, it was just about the task. Jozef had an
incredible energy and definitely got me thinking about my practice.” Amy Butler, Dance Artist
	
  
“What I liked the most about Jozef’s workshop was the holding and gripping of each other and
learning how to escape out of it with certain movements. Hearing and sharing stories with everyone
was fun, as you found out little bits of new information about each other that you didn’t know
before. I found when we had to improvise for 27 minutes with over the top movement really
challenging as I didn’t feel very confident. But overall it was a fun experience.” Chris Pavia,
Dance Artist
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ACROBATS: DAVID AND GWENDAL
David started studying circus skills late
compared to most others. In 2003 he attended
a circus school in Barcelona, where he stayed
for two years to learn the body control in
acrobatic techniques, dance, mastery of space
and the magic of clown acting. David then
decided to go abroad to enrich his technique.
In 2005 he arrived at the circus school in
Geneva, where he worked mainly on his
clowning skills.
Gwendal began learning skills for the
trapeze at age 8. At 15 he enrolled at the circus
school in Montpellier where he remained for
three years as an amateur student. At 18 he
decided to return to the school Azur Cannes
and learn more circus skills. He began to
deepen his acrobatic skills learning and
decided to focus on balancing on his hands. In 2005 he moved to Menival, the circus school in
Lyon, where he discovered the clown and magic techniques of acting, while continuing to improve
balance and acrobatics.
Gwendal and David met at the Regional Centre of Circus Lomme (CARC) Arts in 2006.
For three years they worked there producing acrobatic clowning. In 2009 they were involved in a
European tour with the show Trampoline Mission 3 with the Belgian
company Cirq'ulation Local. In 2010 they went on tour with Pipototal
performing Basculoscopie.
(http://lesmagnificos.weebly.com/spectacles.html)

Working with the boys:
Stopgap travelled over to La Breche, Cherbourg in January 2014 for an extra springboard session.
This was an exchange of skills between some acrobats from company C’ie XY and the dancers.
David and Gwen worked with Stopgap to assist in developing the ‘wrestling scene’ in scene two of
Artificial Things.
“I think the great thing about working with the boys in Cherbourg was the fact that they didn’t
hesitate to try anything with Laura and myself. They didn’t seem distracted by our physicality, which
was a breath of fresh air. It was interesting, personally for me too, that I would be happy to try
anything with them, due to their skill with lifts.” Dave Toole, Dance Artist
“It was great fun working with David and Gwen. They had an enjoyable way of working. I liked that
they were up for trying out lots of different ideas and we experimented with ideas that were
completely different to what we usually do. They didn’t have preconceptions about what was
possible and were good at creatively problem solving.” Laura Jones, Dance Artist
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SUGGESTED TEACHING TASKS AND ACTIVITIES
Below are suggestions for tasks based on Artificial Things. Think of these tasks as springboards for
your own ideas. Try them out yourself, make new discoveries and develop them as you wish.

THREE IS THE MAGIC NUMBER…
At Stopgap we are always trying to overcome our dancing habits. One habit of ours is falling back
into comfortable partnerships and creating familiar duet work. This task will help you create a
simple trio that can develop into a complex one.
This is a steady task for weaving contact dance into your choreography. The trio in Scene 1:
Communication Room inspired this idea. Amy, David and Chris dance the trio and it is both tender
and reserved.
We advise you generate a calm atmosphere while creating, with a subtle soundtrack.
o Ask your group to get into threes and create three shapes without touching and by changing
their spatial position in relation to the others in the trio. The trick is to keep it simple. A suggestion
would be an everyday stance, a crouch and then a turned back with one arm out- stretched.
o Repeat these three shapes, but the next step is to ask the dancers to add three placements of
hands on each shape. A suggestion would be the same person placing their hands three times
on one shape and then all three dancers placing their hands at the same time, three times on
the next shape and then two dancers swapping their hand placement three times on the final
shape. The options are endless.
o Next ask the trios to look for ways to use these hand placements to initiate movement, see if the
hand placements can result in a push, pull or lean. The trio may find that the initial connection
could lead to manipulating one and other – a guided head roll, long limb or roll onto the floor
could be initiated. Ask your trios to find one additional connection or manipulation per shape.
o Then ask your trios to find one moment of weight sharing and repeat this three times.
o Finally share the full trios with all the levels combined gradually building from shape shifting, to
hand placements, to initiation and finally to weight sharing.

Contact Dance: Starting with hands can be a safe place to introduce contact, keep it pedestrian
at first, but remind your dancers to be firm and clear with their touch. Only proceed to the weight
sharing level if you have done some basic contact preparatory work.
Teaching Note: This is a great exercise to develop performance quality. The choreography builds
gradually and, because it is a trio, not everyone will have something virtuoso to do all of the time.
Try to guide your dancers to realise how the smaller details and still looks can often be the most
powerful moments. It is always enjoyable for the audience to see something build step by step.
Translation Note: When working with dancers who use wheelchairs explore the possibilities of
what hand-to-hand connections can bring. For instance when you have a set of wheels and you
push away from someone else’s hand, you can glide effortlessly back. It might be worth preparing
a session exploring this (especially if you can get some unused wheelchairs to dance with). When
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working with dancers with complex needs take all the time you need, be patient and let them do
the placement of hands even if it takes longer that you want.

CARTOONISH CHARACTERS
Within Scene 2: A Colourful Plan the dancers’ characters become more exaggerated, outlandish
and what could be described as cartoonish. In Stopgap we like to give the work our stamp and like
our dancers to have ownership of the work. Lucy likes to observe and magnify the dancers’ own
personalities and reactions to each other.
This task is one that Chris used for his solo at the end of Scene 2: A Colourful Plan.
o Chris created a scrapbook for his character ‘Il Duce’. Gather pictures of strong political leaders,
heroes and revolutionaries.
o Ask your group as individuals to pick 5 images and to recreate them. Ask them to look carefully
at the person in the image for weight placement, expression and gesture.
o Next ask them to try it slowly as if in a slow motion film and then as fast as they can.
o Ask them to choose which gestures suited which tempo and then tell them to set it. Once set see
if they are ready to share with the group and ask their peers to feed back on what works and
what could be developed.
o Next try accumulation, ask them to try their images in the order below and to find a way to
connect all the gestures, even the ones not usually connected. Again they can play with tempo.
1+2
1+2+3
2+3+4+5
1+2+3+4+5
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Development: Chris performs his solo in the Vitrine. Ask your dancers to create two additional
versions of their solo work: one small version in a restricted space and one expansive version using
additional moves such as rolls, turns, sprints and floor work to use the whole stage. You could even
use tape on the floor to restrict the dancers’ space.

SENTENCE STRUCTURE
Within Chris’ scrapbook he also wrote down a list of rules and a list of things he disliked about the
world. Chris then created a movement for every word – this could be literal or abstract, but if the
same word is repeated so must the move.

o Ask the whole group to create a sentence. Write this up somewhere where all can see it.
o In smaller groups ask your dancers to create a move for every word, repeating any moves if
words are repeated. Get them to practice this in unison, using the rhythm of the words to help
their group stay together. Try to keep this timing throughout the following stages of the task.

o Next ask them to split into pairs or threes within the smaller groups.
o In pairs or threes ask your dancers to retain their original moves, but play with the size of the
moves, the direction of the moves and reverse one of the moves.
o Ask your dancers to return to their original groups and share their adaptations.
o Next encourage them to dance simultaneously, working together as a group, with the original
rhythm of the sentence, but with the newly expanded versions of the sentence phrase.
o Finally ask the groups one by one to present their sentence phrase in one long line across the
back of the space. Ask them to repeat their sentence phrase and to find a way to travel it
gradually forward, while staying in line with each other.
o Try this both with and without music and ask what they feel works best.

Teaching Note: Again, this is a good chance to explore presence and performance quality. In
Artificial Things the dancers know the audience is watching them and they respond to how the
audience is feeling. Encourage your dancers not to be afraid to look into the audience and confront
them with their sentence phrase.
Translation Note: If you are working with dancers who have physical impairments, travelling
forward whilst completing the sentence phrase may need consideration. Try to encourage dancers
that need to power their wheelchairs forward to blend their functional movements into their
sentence phrase. Ask non-wheelchair users how they can use the blended functional movements
of others within their sentence phrase. When blending different physicalities it is always good to
agree on the texture and tempo of the movement and then explore the options.
When working with dancers with complex needs try to create choreographic hooks for them. In
other words: find 3 or 4 moments where they hook up with the rest of the group and the group must
wait for them. Their journey between these 3 moments can be different each time.
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MASTERS OF REINVENTION
Within Scene 2: A Colourful Plan the whole cast unify in an unusual dance phrase that the dancers
refer to as ‘The Chicken Phrase’.
‘The Chicken Phrase’ originated from Laura’s movement material and the other dancers were asked
to translate the feel, rhythm and physical details to suit their bodies. It was vital they were
challenged and were putting in the same amount of effort as Laura.
When first translating movement material you often have to disregard a few clichés and really look
a little closer. In other words, when translating Laura’s movement we have to be careful not to revert
to the ‘usual steps’. We can’t assume Laura is adapting from her perception of usual dance steps, it
is Laura’s moves that are the starting point, not a set dance language that the standing dancers
have already learnt.
Below are a list of rules, use these or create new ones and write them on small pieces of paper. Put
the rules in a hat and ask each member of your group to pick one.
Use only the right side of your body
Use only the left side of your body
Stay as low as you can
You can never go to the floor
Move slowly then fast, slowly then fast
Your feet cannot leave the floor
Your eyes must follow the action of your movement
Always keep one limb outstretched
Lead with your head
Lead with your shoulders
Move with circles
Move with long lines
o Ask your group to individually create a solo using their rule. Find a track of music for inspiration.
Ask them to listen to the music and then set 4x8’s.
o If they are ready to share create a safe space: for instance 4 at a time. Ask the group if they can
guess the rules of the performers.
o Next in small groups of 3 or 4 ask the dancers to learn each other’s solos, but they must retain
their rule and find ways of translating the movement to suit their rule. This will take a long time
and will be very difficult.
o Share these if they are confident. Discuss the difficulties of problem solving and give positive
feedback with what is interesting and unusual about the movement.
o Next ask them to blend the work and to make it choreographically pleasing. How can they
absorb other people’s translations into their movement? How can they find a unity when
everyone is not doing exactly the same? Could they add a pattern or spatial changes?
Teaching Note: This is a hard task. Devising in a group has its ups and downs, but ask them to
persevere and be prepared to help them when they hit a brick wall. What will develop is an
unusual, inventive and challenging unison dance phrase, very similar to ‘The Chicken Phrase’.
Translation Note: This only works if you have a non-mixed group. If you have an integrated
group why not try to create a phrase from a dancer who has an unusual dance vocabulary already.
It might be worth preparing this beforehand with your dancer and then sharing with the rest of the
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group. Ask them to pay particular attention to the smaller physical details of the phrase. It was only
when we looked closely at Laura’s phrase that we saw how much her chin powered her, hence the
title ‘Chicken Phrase’.

DANCING TEXTURES
Within our practice Stopgap use a lot of imagery. With so many different bodies and ways of
learning, it is good to know the feel or essence that we are trying to achieve.
Lucy’s choreographic style is often disjointed, unusual, awkward and eclectic. She doesn’t like the
dance language to be predictable.
This task is about encouraging dancers to really experience different textures and to be able to
communicate that with their whole body.
o Find a selection of textured props that can be used as inspiration. For example: scarves, a spiky
ball, lycra, sand, water, moisturising lotion, fluffy cushion, etc
o Pass the textures around a circle and find words to describe them. If the group are used to
improvising ask them to move like the texture.
o Place the textures in the centre and ask the group to travel around the space. Call out the
textures and ask them move like the texture. Play some light-hearted music and create a fun
atmosphere.
o Clear the props and create a circle. Ask 5 or 6 to enter the circle and to begin moving with the
feel of one texture (they can choose). Quickly ask them to change. Repeat calling out ‘change’ so
they don’t get too used to dancing in one particular feel. Repeat this until everyone in the group
has tried. It should feel a little disjointed and surprising.

TEXTURED CONTACT WORDS
As a group try to write down as many words that describe different ways of making contact. Tick
them off or add them to the list below.

Push, pull, hit, stroke, caress, shake, wiggle, tap, flick, smooth, dig, scratch, kick, punch, strangle,
massage, pummel, knead, poke, slap, slice, cut, scrape, press, cover up, hide, dab, climb over,
wrench, tousle, lift, lean, fall, throw, snatch, catch, grab, hold, drag, slide, slip, brush, tug, smother,
prop up, manipulate, support, hug, initiate, dig, throw upwards, squash, divide, replace, move,
swing, rock, capture, seize, join.
o Next ask individuals to choose a word from the list and explore making contact with the air
using this word. Once they have explored one word, pick another. Take note of the words that
produce interesting movement.
o Repeat this but ask them to use different body parts.
o Next ask your dancers to create a phrase with a partner. Ask them to choose 4 textured contact
words and 4 different body parts to explore that texture with and encourage them to develop
their discoveries into balances, turns, rolls and stretches. They do not need to make contact with
one another, but focus on the feeling internally.
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o Once they have set their phrase, ask your dancers to find another pair to work with and teach
each other their phrases without revealing the textured words.
o Once they have learnt their new friends’ phrases ask them to return to working just with their
original partner. Can they try to change the quality of their new phrase using their original
textured contact words?
o When they are happy ask them to link their two phrases
o When they have finished and are ready to share, ask them to share in fours preferably, with the
pair whose phrase they have learnt and evolved.
o Ask the group to share feedback: What textures could they see? What was surprising? Could
they see repeated material and was it interesting to see it performed with different feels?
Translation Note: If you are working with dancers with complex needs using the props to create
different textures is a perfect way to initiate alternative movements. If it works continue to use the
props as part of the duet work. Once it is clear explore doing the work without the props and
communicating the textured feel with just their movement.

© Stopgap Dance Company
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Advertising flyer for Artificial Things
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